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Figures: Batman/ Bruce Wayne
 

The Dark Knight Rises movie is coming in just two weeks and it shall be the epic conclusion to filmmaker Christopher Nolan’s Batman trilogy.
Celebrating the launch of this highly expected The Dark Knight Rises movie, Hot Toys is proud to present the most movie-accurate 1/6th scale
DX Batman/ Bruce Wayne Collectible Figure from this movie.  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
499,00 €

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The Dark Knight Rises
Batman/ Bruce Wayne
1/6th scale Collectible Figure
The Dark Knight Rises movie is coming in just two weeks and it shall be the epic conclusion to filmmaker Christopher Nolan’s Batman trilogy.
Celebrating the launch of this highly expected The Dark Knight Rises movie, Hot Toys is proud to present the most movie-accurate 1/6th scale
DX Batman/ Bruce Wayne Collectible Figure from this movie.

The Batman/ Bruce Wayne collectible is newly developed and highly detailed, specially crafted based on the image of Christian Bale as the
iconic character Batman/ Bruce Wayne, highlighting the movie-accurate head sculpt, Parallel Eyeball Rolling System (PERS) on Batman’s head,
specially made fabric costume with armor based on the costume design in the movie, weapons and accessories.
SpecificationsProduct CodeDX12
Product NameBatman/ Bruce Wayne
HeightApproximately 32 cm tall
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Points of Articulations32
Special FeaturesMovie-accurate head sculpt, Parallel Eyeball Rolling System (PERS) on Batman’s head, specially made fabric costume with
armor based on the costume design in the movie, weapons and accessories
ArtistsHead Sculpted by Kojun
Head Painted by JC. Hong
Head Art Directed by JC. HongThe 1/6th scale Batman/ Bruce Wayne Collectible Figure specially features:
- Authentic and detailed fully realized likeness of Batman/ Bruce Wayne in The Dark Knight Rises movie
- Two (2) interchangeable heads including:
- One (1) Batman head with patented Parallel Eyeball Rolling System (PERS) and three (3) interchangeable lower part of faces capturing his
classic facial expressions
- One (1) newly developed head sculpt of Christian Bale as Bruce Wayne in the movie with accurate facial expression, detailed wrinkles and
skin texture
- Approximately 32 cm tall
- Batman body with 32 points of articulation
- Three (3) pairs of interchangeable gloved palms including:
One (1) pair of fists
One (1) pair of relaxed palms
One (1) left open palm
One (1) right palm for holding batarang

Costume :
- One (1) newly developed complex Batsuit featuring fabric costume covered with armor
- One (1) cape
- Two (2) interchangeable belts including one (1) detailed utility belt with accessories and one (1) magnet featured utility belt attaching to the
sticky bomb gun
- One (1) pair of forearm gauntlets
- One (1) pair of black boots

Weapons:
- One (1) grapnel gun
- One (1) transformable sticky bomb gun
- One (1) light-up electronic gun
- Two (2) batarangs
- Two (2) mini mines

Accessories:
- One (1) adaptor for connecting Batman and Batpod
- One (1) deluxe stone-like light-up figure stand with steps, Batman/ Bruce Wayne nameplate and the movie logo

Artists:
- Head Sculpted by Kojun
- Head Painted by JC.HONG
- Head Art Directed by JC.HONG

Release date: Q4 2012

**Prototype shown, final product may be slightly different
**Bruce Wayne head sculpt: Prototype shown is not final, pending licensor approval
**Battery included for light-up electronic gun, button cells (3 pieces) are required
**Battery not included for figure stand, 3A batteries (3 pieces) are required

TM & © DC Comics.
WB SHIELD: TM & © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
(s12)

© 2012 Hot Toys Limited. All Rights Reserved.

Product details could be subjected to change without further notice.
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